Security Camera NVR INSTRUCTIONS
Your security cameras are connected to a network video recorder. This in turn is connected to the
internet, allowing you to access the live or recorded images from any iOS device so long as you have
internet access.
VIEWING LIVE CAMERA FEEDS
To view the cameras, you need to first download the IDMSS Plus app from
the App store. Next, follow the setup procedure below. Once the initial setup
is done, you can go directly to LIVE VIEW next time you use the app.
Step 1

Step 2

Run the iDMSS Plus app then
click on the + symbol in the
upper left quadrant to add your
cameras

Click the + symbol in the upper
right corner to add a device

Step 3

Step 4

Choose Wired Device

Choose P2P

Step 5

Step 6

Fill in the following details as
provided by DLE for your
specific cameras.

The live feed from your cameras will appear on screen.

Name
Serial Number
Username
Password

Swipe left or right to see any additional cameras not
visible on the main quad view.

Then press Start Live Preview
at the bottom of the screen
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Double tap a camera on the quad view to expand it to
fill the screen. Double tap again to restore the quad
view.

Best viewing is obtained by rotating your phone 90
degrees to landscape mode.
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VIEWING RECORDED FOOTAGE
First, follow the setup procedure on the reverse of this page to make your cameras available on your
app. You only need to do this once.
Cameras are setup to record only when motion is detected, so you do not need to watch hours of
footage should an incident occur.

Step 1

Step 2

Run the iDMSS Plus app then
click on the three-dash symbol
in the upper left corner of the
screen to access the menu

Click Playback

Step 3

Step 4

Click the camera icon in the
upper right corner to choose
the cameras and timeframe to
review

Set the start and finish times
for the period you wish to
review, then scroll down to
choose which cameras to
review
Leave Record Type set to All

Step 5

Step 6

Look under Local device for
your site name (indicated here
by a blue rectangle), then press
the arrow to show the list of
available cameras.

The recorded images from your cameras will appear
on screen.

Click the cameras you want to
review, then press Start
Playback.

Best viewing is obtained by rotating your phone 90
degrees to landscape mode.

Double tap a camera on the quad view to expand it to
fill the screen.

Additional options to pause, rewind, fast-forward, and
save screen shots or video are shown at the bottom of
the window.
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